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ABSTRACT

Context. The solar irradiance in the UV is a key ingredient in space weather applications; however, because of the lack of continuous
and long-term observations, various indices are still used today as surrogates for the solar spectral irradiance.
Aims. As an alternative to current spectrometers we use a few radiometers with properly chosen passbands and reconstruct the solar
spectral irradiance from their outputs. The feasibility of such a reconstruction is justified by the high redundancy in the spectral
variability.
Methods. Using a multivariate statistical approach, we first compared six years of daily-averaged UV spectra and a selection of
passbands (from existing radiometers) and solar indices. This leads to a strategy for defining those passbands that are most appropriate
for reconstructing the spectrum.
Results. With four passdbands chosen from already existing instruments, we reconstruct the UV spectrum with a relative error of
about 20%. Better performance is achieved with a combination of passbands than with a combination of indices.

Key words. Sun: UV radiation – instrumentation: photometers – methods: statistical – methods: data analysis

1. Introduction

The solar irradiance in the ultraviolet (UV) is a key parameter
for solar terrestrial physics (Lilensten et al. 2008). Now, casting
the solar UV variability is also extremely important for climate
modelling (see Gray et al. 2010, for a review). In solar physics,
the most energetic part of the solar UV spectrum is conven-
tionally divided into middle UV (MUV, 200–300 nm), far UV
(FUV, 122–200 nm), extreme UV (EUV, 10–121 nm), and soft
X-rays (XUV, 0.1–10 nm) (Tobiska & Nusinov 2006). Different
classifications are used in other domains, such as in medicine.
The solar spectral variability in the UV is complex and highly
dynamic, and it directly affects the thermosphere/ionosphere
system. Various space weather applications, such as orbit de-
termination, satellite communications, and positioning require a
continuous and radiometrically calibrated monitoring of the so-
lar spectral irradiance in the UV. It is also necessary to under-
stand how the solar UV variability may affect climate directly or
indirectly. Many chemical cycles are indeed affected by the solar
spectral irradiance in the UV (Egorova et al. 2004).

The long-term monitoring of the UV, however, is a major
challenge. Measurements must be carried out in space, where
current instruments suffer from ageing, degradation, and signal
contamination. Until 2003, when the SORCE satellite started
operating, there was no continuous monitoring of the complete
UV spectrum. This lack of data has been particularly severe in
the EUV range, and was termed the “EUV hole” (Schmidtke
et al. 2002), which ended with the launch of the TIMED satellite
in February 2002 (Woods et al. 2005).

The solar atmosphere is not in thermodynamic equilibrium
and so the formation of the solar UV spectrum cannot be de-
scribed by a Planck spectrum. For that reason, several physical
mechanisms need to be considered. In the MUV range, several
important Fraunhofer absorption lines (e.g. Mg II at 280 nm)
are noticeable, which come from elements in the chromosphere
and the photosphere. The MUV range, however, is dominated
not by separate absorption lines but by an immense number of
unresolved spectral lines that form the UV line haze (e.g. Busá
et al. 2001). At the considered temperature in the upper solar
atmosphere, many charged ions are involved. Intense emission
lines coming from the de-excitation of these ionised atoms are
a prevalent process of emission: coronal lines predominate at
shorter EUV wavelengths, while those of the transition region
and the chromosphere are found at longer EUV wavelengths and
in the FUV range. The EUV range is, moreover, dominated by
the Lyman series for H (Lyα at 121.6 nm) and by He II (Lyα
at 30.4 nm), both of which are emitted in the transition region.
These lines, however, are coupled with higher layers, so they
cannot be assigned to a specific altitude (Vourlidas et al. 2001).
Finally, the continuum of the UV spectrum is driven by free-
bound and free-free processes arising in the upper photosphere.
For wavelengths above 160 nm, however, the continuum mainly
mainly originates in the chromosphere.

Because of this diversity of processes, the spectral variability
has many degrees of freedom, and there is a priori no reason for
different spectral lines to evolve similarly. One may then expect
the integration of the solar spectrum over finite spectral bands
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to irreversibly destroy the information that is needed to recon-
struct some of the spectral lines contained in these bands. As we
shall see later, this is not necessarily the case, since the spectral
variability is remarkably coherent.

The Sun varies on all times scales and its variability is
strongly wavelength-dependent (Lean 1987). The variability on
a 27-day solar rotation scale, for example, is mostly related to the
appearance and disappearance of active regions at the solar sur-
face. The center-to-limb variation causes a 13.5-day modulation,
with an excess of emission for spectral lines that exhibit limb
brightening (e.g. coronal lines) and a deficit for wavelengths that
exhibit limb darkening, such as the 168–210 nm range (Crane
et al. 2004). Eruptive phenomena, whose time scales range from
minutes to hours, mostly affect the EUV and the XUV bands.
Long-term variations, such as the solar cycle modulation, also
have a more marked impact on the shorter wavelengths.

The lack of continuous observations in the EUV has
prompted the development of several empirical approaches
to reconstructing that part of the solar spectrum. The most
widespread approach is based on the use of solar proxies as sub-
stitutes for the solar irradiance. The radio flux at 10.7 cm (F10.7)
(Tapping & Detracey 1990) and the MgII core-to-wing index
(Heath & Schlesinger 1986) are widely used for that purpose.
Linear combinations of these proxies and their 81-days running
mean, or nonlinear functions of them (such as the E10.7 proxy)
are today used in many models (Hinteregger 1981; Lean et al.
2003; Tobiska et al. 2000; Richards et al. 1994, 2006).

A second approach consists in considering the solar spec-
trum as a linear superposition of reference spectra that originate
in different regions on the solar disk. Such regions can be deter-
mined on the basis of either solar images or solar magnetograms:

– solar images images in the EUV and in the UV have been
used by several authors to estimate the relative contributions
of solar features such as the quiet Sun, coronal holes, and
active regions. Their respective contrast may be defined em-
pirically (e.g. Worden et al. 1998), or semi-empirically using
the differential emission measure (e.g. Warren et al. 1998;
Kretzschmar et al. 2004). Some recent progress in automated
image processing allows users for tracking such solar fea-
tures in near real-time (e.g. Higgins et al. 2010);

– a different approach consists in assuming that the solar vari-
ability in the UV, visible and infra-red is mainly driven by
solar magnetic features such as the quiet Sun, umbra, penum-
bra, or faculae. Their relative contributions are estimated
using solar magnetograms, and a solar atmosphere model
is used to assign a spectrum to each region (Krivova &
Solanki 2008). Although these models are steadily improv-
ing, the EUV range cannot be properly described by them
yet (Shapiro et al. 2010).

These different approaches all suggest that the solar spectral
variability in the UV can be described by only a few terms. A
three-component model already provides a remarkably good re-
construction (Lean et al. 1982). This unique property has re-
cently been confirmed by statistical analysis (Amblard et al.
2008).

Such a small number of contributions is the consequence of
the remarkable coherency of the solar spectral irradiance, which
is manifested by the similar time evolution of the irradiance as
observed at different wavelengths. Floyd et al. (2005), for ex-
ample, show that emissions coming from the upper photosphere,
the chromosphere, the transition region, and the lower corona are
strongly correlated on time scales that exceed the dynamic time

of sporadic events such as flares. The reason for this high cor-
relation resides in the strong structuring of the solar atmosphere
by the magnetic field (Domingo et al. 2009).

This coherency in the variability is a key property for our
study since it implies that the spectral irradiance at a specific
wavelength can be almost totally reconstructed from other wave-
lengths or from other spectral bands. This property has so far
been investigated in two different ways:

– by combining observations with the CHIANTI database,
Kretzschmar et al. (2006) showed that the EUV spectrum can
be retrieved from the observation of a selected set of lines.
The relative error on their reconstructed spectrum is below
10%, using only six to ten lines. Feldman et al. (2010) ex-
plore the same idea by using the observation of six narrow
passbands, processed with an atomic code;

– Dudok de Wit et al. (2005) came to the same conclusion by
using a statistical approach that determines how similarly
spectral lines evolve in time. They also provide a strategy
for selecting the most appropriate lines.

It is interesting to note that both approaches lead to similar sets
of lines. There are now two different strategies for reconstruct-
ing the spectrum for space weather purposes and both involve
empirical models. The first one is to rely on linear combina-
tion of indices alone. For this we benefit from long historical
records that are calibrated relatively well and are often measured
from the ground. Most of these inputs comply with the require-
ments of operational services. Their long-term stability is partic-
ularly important for assessing decadal variations. Dudok de Wit
et al. (2009), however, have shown that no single index can prop-
erly reconstruct the solar EUV/FUV/MUV irradiance on all time
scales.

The second strategy, which we want to advocate here, is to
reconstruct the solar spectral irradiance from the measurement
of a small set of passbands. The idea is to pave the way for fu-
ture space experiments that use radiometers with a few (typi-
cally less than six) channels to measure the irradiance in prop-
erly chosen spectral bands. As already discussed by Kretzschmar
et al. (2008), such instruments are an interesting complement to
classical spectrometers, which makes them particularly suited to
space weather needs.

In the following, we test this idea with three existing ra-
diometers: EUVS onboard GOES, LYRA onboard PROBA2,
and PREMOS onboard PICARD. These instruments together of-
fer 11 passbands in the EUV, the FUV, and the MUV. Since none
of them has delivered enough data yet to carry out a proper statis-
tical analysis, we simulated their responses by using their trans-
mittance characteristics and six years of daily measurements
from the TIMED and SORCE satellites.

The input data are discussed in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the statis-
tical method we use to compare the variabilities is presented and
a strategy for selecting the best passbands proposed. Different
sets are tested in Sect. 4, and the results discussed in Sect. 5.
Conclusions follow in Sect. 6.

2. The data set

Our objective is to reconstruct the solar spectral variability in
the EUV/FUV/MUV bands, which are the most important ones
for space weather applications and for Sun-stratosphere studies.
While the EUV band is important for thermosphere/ionosphere
specification, the FUV and MUV bands are essential for climate
modelling. No single instrument can measure this full range, so
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we rely on a composite coming from various instruments. For
that reason, we restrict our spectral range from 27 to 280 nm.

Our study is based on six years of daily solar spectral irra-
diance from August 1, 2003 until January 1, 2010. This span
covers the declining solar cycle and the rise of the next cycle.
We consider the daily median in order to exclude flares. Here
we focus on time scales of days and beyond, since impulsive
variations do not exhibit the same coherency as longer term
variations. Indeed, physical conditions are unique for each flare
(Woods et al. 2006). Its extension to impulsive events will be
investigated in a future work. Several empirical models, such as
the Flare Irradiance Spectral Model (FISM) (Chamberlin et al.
2008), have been specifically designed to reproduce the short-
term spectral variability.

The data in the 27–115 nm range come from the EUV
Grating Spectrograph (EGS), which is part of the Solar Extreme
Ultraviolet Experiment (SEE) onboard TIMED (Woods et al.
2005). This instrument has a spectral resolution of 0.4 nm,
but the data are rebinned to 1 nm for the present study. The
115–280 nm range is covered by the SOlar Stellar Irradiance
Comparison Experiment (SOLSTICE) instrument onboard the
Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE), which also
has a binsize of 1 nm (Rottman 2005). We use version 10 data
both for TIMED and for SORCE. The current version of the
SORCE SOLSTICE level 3 irradiance (version 10) shows an
anomalously large amount of variability in the 210–230 nm
range. The SOLSTICE instrument scientists believe that this is
due to an underestimate of the field-of-view component of the
degradation correction (Snow et al. 2005). Additional calibra-
tion measurements will be used in determining this correction in
the next data release. For this reason, we discard the 210–230 nm
range in the following. As several of the detectors we consider
cover the XUV range, we extend the data set toward shorter
wavelengths using the measurements from the XUV Photometer
System (XPS) onboard SORCE, which are processed with an al-
gorithm using CHIANTI spectral models (Woods et al. 2008).

Our first objective is to show which sets of existing pass-
bands are most appropriate for reconstructing the solar spectral
variability from a linear combination of them. To do so, we con-
sider a set of 11 passbands from three existing instruments, see
Table 1:

– five passbands from the EUV sensor (EUVS) onboard
GOES-13 (Fineschi & Viereck 2007), which cover most of
the EUV spectrum. These passbands were defined specifi-
cally for the reconstruction of the EUV range;

– four spectral channels from the Large Yield Radiometer
(LYRA) onboard PROBA2 (Hochedez et al. 2006). PROBA2
is actually a technological mission, and some of the detectors
from LYRA are based on new solar-blind diamond technol-
ogy;

– two passbands from the PREcision MOnitoring Sensor
(PREMOS) radiometer onboard PICARD (Thuillier et al.
2006). This instrument has longer wavelengths since one of
the scientific objectives of PICARD is to study the solar ra-
diative impact on ozone chemistry in the terrestrial atmo-
sphere.

LYRA/PROBA2 was launched in November 2009 but has not
yet delivered long enough records to enable a statistical study.
PREMOS/PICARD was launched in June 2010. EUVS/GOES-
13 was launched on May 2006 but continuous observations
lasted only from August through November 2006 (Evans et al.
2010).

Table 1. List of the passbands (with their letter code) used in this study
and their spectral range.

Channel Letter Code Spectral Range (nm)
EUV A A [5–15]
EUV B B [25–34]
EUV C C [17–67]
EUV D D [17–84]
EUV E E [118–127]
LYRA Al Al [17–70]
LYRA Zr Zr [1–20]
LYRA Ly Ly [115–125]
LYRA Hb Hb [200–220]
PREMOS 1 P1 [210–220]
PREMOS 2 P2 [260–270]

In the following, we simulate the output of these 11 pass-
bands by convolving the data from TIMED and SORCE with
their actual transmittance and subsequently compare these out-
puts to all the other wavelengths of the EUV/FUV/MUV spec-
trum. In doing so, we make some important hypotheses. First,
we assume that the transmittance of the detectors and their filters
does not degrade in time. As we discard the 210–230 nm range,
PREMOS 1 will not be considered in the following. For the same
reason, the Herzberg channel from LYRA (200–220 nm) does
not include wavelengths beyond 210 nm. Although this does not
affect our conclusions, one should keep in mind that this chan-
nel does not faithfully represent the response from LYRA. The
second assumption is that the simulated responses are as good
as the input data are. That is, any artefact in the input data will
affect the outputs. This inbreeding cannot be avoided because
the TIMED and SORCE data are the only spectral irradiance
measurements that are available. Our work should therefore be
understood as a theoretical case of what could possibly be done
with a true response from the passbands.

The next part introduces the statistical approach we used to
determine the correlation between fluxes and passbands.

3. Statistical method

To reconstruct the solar spectrum from the observations of few
spectral bands, we first need to determine which wavelengths
behave similarly. Two wavelengths are said to be redundant if
the solar irradiance I(λ, t) at these two wavelengths, once prop-
erly normalised, exhibits the same time evolution. To this aim,
we use a classical technique in multivariate statistics called mul-
tidimensional scaling (Chatfield & Collins 1990), which allows
us to represent graphically the dissimilarity between correlated
variables. This dissimilarity is expressed by a distance, which is
estimated here between each pair of wavelengths or passbands.
This distance can be defined in different ways, but the most fa-
miliar measure of dissimilarity is Euclidean distance, such that

δ(i, j) =

√∑
t

(
φ(λi, t) − φ(λ j, t)

)2
, (1)

where φ(λ, t) =
I(λ, t) − 〈I(λ, t)〉t

σIλ
represents the standardised ir-

radiance at wavelength λ, 〈·〉t expresses time averaging, and σIλ
is the standard deviation of the considered irradiance. When the
data are highly correlated, as is the case here, then they can be
represented reasonably well on a 2D map, while letting their
pairwise distance reflect their dissimilarity. The idea is thus to
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project our multidimensional cloud of wavelengths on a 2D sub-
space that captures their salient properties in terms of distances.
A better known example of multidimensional scaling is recon-
structing a map of a country according to distances between all
pairs of cities.

Interestingly, the location of all the points on the 2D map
can be readily obtained from only a few matrix operations, using
the Singular Decomposition Method (SVD) (Golub & Van Loan
2000). This technique decomposes the normalised irradiances
into sets of separable functions of time and wavelength

φ(λ, t) =
∑

i

Wi fi(λ)gi(t), (2)

with the condition that these functions are orthonormal, i.e.,

〈 fi(λ) f j(λ)〉λ = 〈gi(t)g j(t)〉t =
{

1 if i = j
0 if i � j. (3)

Each weight squared W2
i represents the amount of variance that

is described by the ith dimension. Weights are conventionally
sorted in decreasing order. Here, the first weights carry a major
fraction of the variance thanks to the remarkable redundancy of
solar spectral variability. This justifies in principle the projection
of all wavelengths on a low-dimensional subspace where the co-
ordinates of each wavelength along the ith dimension (axis) is
simply given by Wi fi(λ). The major advantage of this approach
is that the dissimilarity between all wavelengths and passbands
can be evaluated at a single glance. Doing the same by means
of the more classical tables of pairwise correlation coefficients
would be intractable.

Different time scales in the solar variability also express dif-
ferent physical mechanisms. To explore this in more detail, we
built two data sets, a lowpass and a highpass one, with a cut-
off at 81 days (using a Butterworth filter). This cutoff of three
solar rotation periods approximately corresponds to the lifetime
of active regions. High- and low-pass data respectively capture
rapid variations and solar rotation effects, and slow variations,
including the solar cycle.

In what follows, we first normalise the data and subsequently
filter them before applying the multidimensional scaling. For the
sake of comparison, two of the most widely used UV indices,
namely the F10.7 and the MgII indices, are included in the anal-
ysis.

3.1. Long time scales

Let us first consider the lowpass filtered data, which describe the
long-term evolution of the solar spectral irradiance on scales of
several months and beyond. The first three projections obtained
by SVD respectively capture 96%, 2%, and 1%of the variance.
From this we readily conclude that the salient features are prop-
erly described by a 2D and even by a 1D projection. This is
not surprising since the long term evolution is very similar at
all wavelengths and also in the two solar indices.

Figure 1 presents the 2D map. Adding more dimensions does
not give deeper insight and merely complicates the visualisation.
Neither the meaning of the axes nor the units are important here;
what does matter is the relative distance between the points, each
of which corresponds to a wavelength bin, a passband, or an in-
dex. This distance directly reflects the degree of dissimilarity be-
tween the variability between corresponding points. In a forth-
coming paper, we shall elaborate on the physical interpretation
of these projections. In Fig. 1, most of the scatter occurs along
the vertical axis. Most wavelengths are grouped in one single

Fig. 1. 2D representation of the normalised fluxes for long time scales.
Colour codes correspond to wavelengths (nm). Passbands and indices
are indicated by letters (see Table 1). The two axes correspond to
Wi fi(λ).

cluster, and the only outliers are some wavelengths in the 45–
70 nm range, which are known to suffer from instrumental arte-
facts associated with degradation. The ten passbands are repre-
sented in Fig. 1 by a letter coding, see Table 1. As expected, all
passbands are located within the main cluster of points, except
for PREMOS 2 (P2), which coincides with the spectral band it
is supposed to describe. The F10.7 and MgII indices are clearly
located outside of the cluster of points, so even though they are
reasonably good indices, better performance can achieved here
by using passbands. This is precisely the reason for advocating
a reconstruction from a few passbands rather than from indices.

It is worth mentioning that any linear combination of two
nearby passbands will be located approximately on a straight
line passing through them. As an example, we included in the
analysis the average of PREMOS 2 and EUV B, giving the red
point “H” in Fig. 1. One can check that this point is indeed lo-
cated half way between “P2” and “B”. From Fig. 1, we can now
propose a strategy for selecting the best passbands: they should
be located as close as possible to the different wavelengths while
being distributed all over the cluster. In addition to this, linear
combinations of passbands (i.e. lines linking pairs of passbands)
should cover the clusters. We conclude from Fig. 1 that any of
the passbands (except PREMOS 2) can be used for reconstruct-
ing the long-term variability in the EUV and FUV, since their
long-term evolutions are very similar. In particular, there is no
compelling reason for distinguishing emissions originating in
the corona (as measured as EUV A-D, LYRA Al, and LYRA Zr)
or emissions from lower layers, as provided by LYRA Ly and
EUV E. These two passbands exhibit a different behaviour be-
cause LYRA Ly has a strong contribution of wavelength long-
ward of 130 nm, while EUV E is a narrow filter centred on the
bright Lyman-α line. A rapid estimation actually shows that the
scatter of these passbands on the 2D map is within the instru-
mental error bars of the data from the different instruments. In
the MUV range, PREMOS 2 is recommended for wavelengths
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longer than 230 nm, so depending on the range that needs to
be reconstructed and the desired accuracy, one can use either
one passband only for the EUV & FUV or two for the whole
UV spectrum. There is no need to have more of them.

Besides the choice of the passbands, other criteria require
consideration when designing a radiometer measuring the UV ir-
radiance. The detector technology is one of them. Detectors us-
ing silicon technology exhibit some drawbacks, especially the
high sensitivity to visible light or the signal contamination due to
the low-working temperature of the detectors needed to limit the
noise. Wide band gap materials, such as diamond, cubic boron
nitride, and aluminium nitride, would definitely help to circum-
vent these limitations of silicon detectors (Hochedez et al. 2000).
In contrast to silicon, diamond detectors (with a gap potential
Eg ≈ 5.5 eV at room temperature) are “solar-blind” with an
UV/Visible rejection ratio of at least four orders of magnitude.
Because they are less subject to pinhole degradation and more
radiation hard, diamond detectors should also present a longer
lifetime than silicon detectors making them a priori suitable for
space weather missions. The LYRA and PREMOS detectors use
diamond technology, so when in the following some passbands
are found to be equivalent, we prefer these diamond detectors. To
reconstruct the long-term variability of the UV solar spectrum,
we propose LYRA Ly and PREMOS 2 for the following.

To check this strategy, we compared two reconstructions of
the solar spectrum, one that is based on above-mentioned pair
of channels and another based on a combination of pass bands
that offers the best coverage of the entire spectrum (Lyra Al,
LYRA Ly, LYRA Hb, and PREMOS 2). The results are very sim-
ilar, which supports the validity of our statistical approach and
also points out that it is unnecessary to entirely cover the solar
spectrum with different passbands in order to capture the spectral
variability. Only a few passbands (here two) are needed to cap-
ture the salient properties of the long-term spectral variability. It
must be stressed, however, that these conclusions are only based
on the last six years of data, and so one should be cautious in
extrapolating them to future solar cycles. Future measurements
of the full UV spectrum will tell us how our empirical models
stand the test of time.

3.2. Short time scales

Short time scales capture time scales below 81 days and thus
mostly reflect the variability associated with solar rotation. The
first three weights of the SVD method respectively capture
82%, 8%, and 4% of the variance. The coherency of the spec-
tral variability is not as strong anymore as with the long-term
evolution, as was to be expected from the properties of the
EUV/FUV/MUV spectrum. In spite of this, a 2D map still cap-
tures over 90% of the variance and thus represents the relative
distances relatively well between the spectral lines. This map is
shown in Fig. 2. In contrast to Fig. 1, we now see a clear structur-
ing according to the wavelength along the vertical axis, with the
hot coronal lines at the top, while most chromospheric and tran-
sition region lines are at the bottom. Wavelengths above 180 nm
are clustered differently along the horizontal axis. A finer anal-
ysis of the first two functions of time gi(t) reveals that the hor-
izontal axis represents the modulation amplitude on a 27-day
solar period, while the vertical axis captures the 13.5-day mod-
ulation amplitude, which is a signature for center-to-limb vari-
ations. The F10.7 index remains outside of the cloud of points,
which again illustrates the superior performance of passbands.

In contrast to the long-term scales, passbands are no longer
located within a unique cluster. As in Fig. 1, the passbands

Fig. 2. Same plot as Fig. 1, for short time scales (<81 days).

coincide with the spectral bands they are supposed to describe.
Based on the strategy developed in Sect. 3.1, we can define the
most appropriate set of passbands for reconstructing the short-
term variability. According to Fig. 2, the next six candidates ex-
hibit very similar time evolutions: LYRA Al, LYRA Zr, and the
four spectral bands from EUVS (EUV A-D). Only one is needed
approximately to reconstruct the five others. LYRA Al could
be an excellent choice since the spectral band of this particular
channel includes He II at 30.4 nm, but also uses diamond tech-
nology. Finally LYRA Al, combined with LYRA Ly, LYRA Hb,
and PREMOS 2, will provide excellent coverage of the 2D map.
These four filters are therefore recommended for reconstructing
the short term variability of the solar UV spectrum. This leads us
to distinguish emissions coming from the corona (as measured
by EUV A-D, LYRA Al, and LYRA Zr) from emissions coming
from lower layers (as provided by LYRA Ly and EUV E). We
checked the performance of all 210 combinations of four pass-
bands out of ten and our choice indeed comes out as one of the
very few combinations that minimises the reconstruction error
(to be discussed below).

4. Reconstruction method

Our empirical model for reconstructing the UV spectrum is
based on a linear combination of the response of the passbands
(Fi):

Ifitted(λ, t) =
∑

i

θi(λ)Fi(t). (4)

One model is built for fitting the long-term evolution, and a dif-
ferent one is for the short-term evolution. The fitting capacity of
these models can in principle be augmented by including more
regressors, with for example a constant term, or nonlinear com-
binations of the fluxes. We found, however, that the resulting im-
provement in the reconstruction was not significant as compared
to the inherent uncertainty of the data. A convenient measure of
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Fig. 3. Relative error for the long time scale versus wavelength (nm)
for the set of passbands (LYRA Ly and PREMOS 2 in blue), and for
the reconstruction based on two indices (Mg II and F10.7, in red). The
solar spectrum is shown for comparison in black, with 1-nm resolution.

the quality of the reconstruction is the relative error, which is
defined as

ε(λ) =
〈|Imeasured (λ, t) − Ifitted (λ, t)|〉t

σλ
, (5)

where σλ is again the standard deviation of Imeasured (λ, t). This
estimate gives values that are considerably higher than the ones
obtained from the more conventional definition, in which a nor-
malisation versus the average value is used. Our choice is moti-
vated by the need for reconstructing the spectral variability and
not just the average spectral irradiance.

We estimate the model parameters (θi) by using a least-
squares method and compute the relative error on different time
intervals. The model is trained on a sample of 600 days (includ-
ing both solar maximum and solar minimum) and then tested on
the remaining 1600 days (see Fig. 5).

We now look at the reconstruction based on the response
from passbands, on one hand, and on indices (F10.7 and Mg II),
on the other. As mentioned before, we do not investigate the
210–230 nm range.

4.1. Long time scales

We first consider the reconstruction for long time scales. Using
the result from Sect. 3.1, we use the passbands LYRA Ly and
PREMOS 2 for reconstructing the long-term variability. The rel-
ative error is displayed in Fig. 3; also shown is the relative error
obtained by using only the Mg II and F10.7 indices only. The
two passbands suffice for reconstructing the long-term variabil-
ity of the UV solar spectrum with a relative error of about 20%.
While PREMOS 2 is definitely required for the MUV range, any
of the other passbands can be used for reconstructing the EUV
& FUV ranges with a similar relative error. Their performance
is definitely better than for the indices alone.

4.2. Short time scales

For short time scales, we use the set of passbands that minimises
the relative error on the reconstruction of the short-term vari-
ability: LYRA Al, LYRA Ly, LYRA Hb, and PREMOS 2. The

Fig. 4. Relative error for the short time scales versus wavelength (nm)
for a model based on four passbands described in Sect. 4.2 (in blue), and
for the reconstruction based on two indices (in red). The solar spectrum
is shown for comparison in black, with a 1-nm resolution.

relative error for the four passbands and the two indices, are dis-
played in Fig. 4. Let us stress that the F10.7 and MgII indices
are not surrogates for the MUV range, so a better gauge for pho-
tospheric emissions is needed, which explains the dramatic in-
crease in the relative error for wavelengths above 180 nm. By
using the passbands, the short-term variability of the UV so-
lar spectrum can be reconstructed with a relative error of about
20% for the FUV and MUV ranges. Some wavelengths in the
EUV range, however, are more difficult to reconstruct.

5. Total reconstruction

We now combine the models for the long and the short time
scales to reconstruct the full spectral irradiance. The set of pass-
bands we use is the same as before: LYRA Ly and PREMOS 2
for long time scales and LYRA Al, LYRA Ly, LYRA Hb, and
PREMOS 2 for short time scales. Both LYRA Al and LYRA Hb
are unnecessary for the reconstruction of the long time scale
since their temporal behaviour is redundant with LYRA Ly. The
results are summarised in Fig. 5, which displays four typical
wavelength bins and their reconstruction, with the residual er-
ror (i.e. the difference between the two). The irradiance in the
30.5 nm bin is dominated by the He II line at 30.34 nm with
a significant contribution from coronal lines. The 121.5 nm bin
represents the strong Lyα line, which is very well reconstructed.
The two other bins represent the contribution of the Si II at
181.69 nm and the Mg I absorption edge at 251 nm. The 27-
day modulation is properly reconstructed as expected, while one
can notice a slight discrepancy (less than 1%) over the long term
for wavelength in the MUV range. According to this study, four
passbands suffice for reconstructing the solar variability in the
UV range with a relative error of about 20%. However, several
wavelengths in the 40–70 range remain difficult to reconstruct.
This was to be expected because these bins are also located away
from the clusters in Figs. 1 and 2. The main raison for this is
probably the instrument degradation, which causes long-term
drifts.

The definition of a set of passbands dedicated to monitoring
the UV solar spectrum is not unique. The statistical strategy de-
veloped here allows defining several sets of passbands that could
give similar results.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the measured (in black) and the fitted (in colour) irradiances, for four wavelengths on the left and their residual on the
right. The measurement precision (4% for SEE, 1% for SOLSTICE) is indicated in each plot. The fit is based on the set of passbands described in
the text. The model parameters are estimated from the maximum and the minimum of the solar cycle (in red), while the relative error is estimated
within the blue interval, which corresponds approximatively to 1600 days.

The model parameters (θi) here depend directly on the in-
strument EGS/TIMED and SOLSTICE/SORCE data, which are
the only spectral irradiance measurements that are available for
the whole UV spectrum. The quality of the reconstruction should
therefore be linked to the quality of the inputs data. The key fig-
ure here is the absolute accuracy of the measurements: 10–20%
for EGS and 1.2–6% for SOLSTICE, where our reconstruction
is as good as the spectral irradiances inputs are. Besides, the
model parameters depend directly on the chosen passbands. A
full characterisation of the responsitivities of the chosen chan-
nels is therefore required to compute the appropriate model pa-
rameters. Next comes the problem of the degradation of the
passbands, including changes in the spectral responsivities. Few
studies have been done in the past, and the degradation is of-
ten modelled by an empirical law (e.g. Floyd 1999). The chosen
passbands should exhibit minor degradation or at least a degra-
dation that can easily be modelled to adjust the model parame-
ters. The choice of the technologies of filters and detectors is also
a major criterion. A radiometer dedicated to the space weather
should be as robust as possible to allow long-term monitor-
ing. Diamond detectors should thus be an excellent choice and,
LYRA will certainly provide information about the longevity of
these detectors.

6. Conclusions

We have investigated here how the solar spectral variability in
the EUV/FUV/MUV bands (for time scales of days and beyond)
can be reconstructed empirically from the linear combination of
the observations made in a few spectral bands. To do so, we
first simulated the response of ten existing detectors with dif-
ferent passbands, using six years of daily measurements of the
UV spectrum from SORCE and TIMED. Next, we proposed a
strategy for determining the best combination of detectors, us-
ing a graphical representation based on multidimensional scal-
ing. We identified several key spectral ranges from a statistical
point of view and for a non-flaring Sun at a resolution of 1 nm.

This work points out that it is unnecessary to entirely cover
the solar spectrum with different passbands in order to recon-
struct the spectral variability at all wavelengths. Some non-
overlapping passbands give very similar responses that are well
within the experimental error of the instruments. This is a man-
ifestation of a few degrees of freedom in the solar spectral vari-
ability. As a consequence of this, the UV spectrum can be re-
constructed between 27 and 280 nm using only four passbands
and with a relative error of about 20%. The error obtained by
reconstructing the spectrum only from solar indices, such as
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F10.7 and Mg II, is about two times larger. Direct observa-
tions of a few passbands therefore bring a major improvement
to spectral reconstructions, as compared to proxy-based recon-
structions. However, we must stress that this study is only based
on six years of observations. So at least one full solar cycle is
needed to validate it.

As an outcome of this study, we are now using the four chan-
nels of LYRA/PROBA2 to reconstruct the solar spectral vari-
ability in nearly real time. The recent launch of the Extreme ul-
traviolet Variability Experiment (EVE) onboard Solar Dynamics
Observatory (SDO) (Woods et al. 2010) will provide an opportu-
nity to extend our study to the XUV range and with a subminute
cadence. As no observation of the full UV spectrum will exist af-
ter the SORCE missions ends, the method presented here will be
useful for filling spectral gaps. Finally, this study paves the way
for a simple instrumental concept that could be used for mon-
itoring the solar UV spectrum in the framework of the Space
Situational Awareness programme.
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